No M. for WBTS Yet

Fall Broadcasting Begun

WBTS, the campus radio station, is still in the midst of negotiations for a FM license. Now officially on the Commonwealth of Massachusetts books as "The WBTS Foundation Inc.," the station hopes to apply for an station to the FCC within the few weeks.

WBTS has planned to submit the application early this summer, but could not follow through on this plan because of difficulties encountered during the frequency search. It is expected that the frequency search will be completed within the week.

Programming Announced

While the FM planning is going on, WBTS is planning its regular service to the dormitories, and also to two fraternity fraternities across the river who have a WBTS FM set tuned in.

Fourteen Man Board Rouses has announced the full fall broadcasting schedule. A new addition is Poli-Town Avenue, featuring Ken Franklin, "60, and Mike Flaherty, "60, in a Rock and Ray format. "Saturday Sports Roundup will join the weekend program schedule to bring listeners popular music with some sports.

The early morning show Blue Line will return from 7:00 to 9:00 o'clock - designed as usual to appeal to students.

Field Day Plans Next

Beaver Key, the junior homecoming, will be held on Saturday night, October 25th, with an outdoor dance at 8:00 p.m., following the usual B.I.S.C. dinner at 6:00 p.m.

Marcus to Lecture on Judaism in 2000

Dr. Jacob R. Marcus, professor of History at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, will be the speaker in Marine's Lecture Series to be held on Sunday evening, October 20th. The lecture will be given in the Auditorium.

Education in Cincinnati, Chicago, and New York. In 1955, Dr. Marcus received his Ph.D. from the University of Cincinnati and in 1958 he received honorary doctorates from the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, the University of Cincinnati and Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning.

Tobacco Company Makes Change

The tobacco company has announced a new change in the Faculty Clubhouse. In addition, the opportunity arose to replace the old dining room with a new one.

Women at Walker Tonight

Tech Dance Gives Men Chance

This evening the annual All Tech Alumni Dance will be held in Walker. The dance, which is sponsored by the A.T.A., will be open to all Tech graduates and their guests.

Fifteen MIT graduates and seniors were the first to enter the dance, followed by a number of other guests. The music was provided by the Tech Dance Band, and the dance was enjoyed by all.
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TENNIS and SQUASH SHOP

ALL MAKES - ALL PRICES

The Institute Committee met last night and heard a report from the delegation to the National Student Congress. As we go to press, we do not know what, if any, action the Inscomm will take on the proposed condemnation of a college administration for

Connexion with a condemnation of a college administration for.

But we would are there any explanations from administrations of complaining.Little mention is made of the responsibility of the student. Nor Congress legislates on the gripes of an individual school, or even the NSA can legislate on political issues by rationalizing that "inter-national tensions create a climate in which a student's freedom to become educated is impaired", we feel that they are now able, their constitution holds them to dealing only with issues connected with a college administration. As we

Last year was perhaps the saddest and the most paradoxical. Last year was perhaps the saddest and the most paradoxical. This year even that had visited; but, then, in this case, perhaps a number is more appropriate.

In years past, we always derived as often needed little lift from those subjects listed on our schedule cards which, in part, bore the black cross mark of class numbers and room numbers. Letters are abstractly different from numbers; they form the basis for flowing abstractly different from numbers; they form the basis for flowing

through the sure but stealthy infiltration of the catalogue by the sure but stealthy infiltration of the catalogue by

Donny Darko, of Carmen Jones fame, and Sidney Poitier are two expensive actors quite cut loose in this Sautaur Coloby production. Their singing is dubbed and their lip movements are away, away, away, moving, moving, moving, as one actor, as one actor, as one actor.

Leonard Bernstein, of the "sound track" but, once more, I cannot in fairness to Mr.

3599, Brown V. Willllmns Tobacco Corp.

It is hard to feel any anger against the "villain" Sammy Davis Jr., it is hard to feel any contempt for Bess, or even some under- standing, and most of all, it is impossible to feel any pity, con- cern or sympathy for Porgy; the story therefore loses all of its attraction, the characters never get a chance to be developed, at the Todd-AO technique seems a waste, after the better known picture in itself is poor, boring, unintelligent, slow and hardly worth your while. The Todd-AO technique seems a waste, after the better known picture in itself is poor, boring, unintelligent, slow and hardly worth your while.

Jean Pierre Frankenhuis,'61

In order to continue informing its readers in every aspect of its diversified interest, The Tech would welcome any sub- dition to the difficult but interesting job of Art Critic.

Mel Dorman

All Star Jazz Band

(Mel Cover - No Minimum)
**Beaver Booters Against Army; Malouf Captains Powerful Squad**

This fall, MIT will see one of its strongest soccer teams take to Briggs field against the aggregation of two years ago that lost only one game, while finishing second in the New England Conference.

After finishing the 1963 fall season with a record of ten wins, three losses, and three ties, the team recruited and instituted spring practices that included games with teams from the Boston Soccer League. The beavers returned to MIT eight days early and were out scrambling a day to whip the squad into top condition. Over the summer the team lost four seniors including the captain, Robert Comnemrford.

The new eleven leader, Fouad Malouf, '60, reports that the team has tremendous potential for this season, and great improvement over last year's squad. The Beaver Booter's first encounter, at Tech on October 3rd, features Army, a powerhouse that went down to defeat at the hands of the 1963 eleven.

Coach Charles Badtman feels that the team has tremendous potential for this season, and great improvement over last year's squad. The Beaver Booter's first encounter, at Tech on October 3rd, features Army, a powerhouse that went down to defeat at the hands of the 1963 eleven.

**Harriers Kick Off Fall Season; Six Lettermen Return to Squad**

The varsity cross country team will inaugurate the fall sports slate with the first home contest of the season on October 6. The harriers are scheduled to host Boston College, Brandeis in a quadrangular meet at Franklin Park.

**Harpo for Improved Run High**

Harpo run high for the bill and dancers to improve on last year's 3-2 record. The Beavers will need six teams, one victory, before competing in the New England championships in November.

Although the squad will miss the services of Brins White, '61, who is out on a trip to Europe, there are other lettermen who will return. Co-captain Bob Rabin, '61, and Bob Oliver, '61, Ed McGrath, '60, and Herman Keats, '61. Those together with JW letter winners Dick Gravina, '61 and Paul Robertson, '61, should form an experienced group around which the team will be built.

Help is also expected from Steve Banks, '62, last fall's outstanding freshman distance runner, and George Withrow, '63, quarter-miler from the varsity track team. Other hopefuls include George Sans, '61, Ted Abbe- bocher, '60, and assistant Ben Troungton, Ray Weighein, Clark Fren- cie, Henry Loberess, and Fred Wollenmuth.

**SAILING CLASSES**

Do you wish to learn to sail? You are welcome to attend Shore School, a week-long series of evening classes, sponsored by the MIT Naval Association, beginning Monday, at 5:00 p.m. in room 2-310.
Faster, Faster!

College enrollment continues to spiral upward. The need for more classrooms and more teachers grows more desperate daily. But classrooms, also, do not spring up like mushrooms—or teachers like May flies. So what must we do while we build more classrooms and train more teachers? We must get better use out of the classrooms and teachers we now have. That's what we need to do.

This column, usually a vehicle of good-humored foibles, will today focus on laughter to examine the crisis in higher education. My source, the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, as bony a batch of tycoons as you will see in a month of Sundays, have given cheerful consent to this departure. Oh, splendid shop they are—the makers of Philip Morris, fond of humor, proper, the Constitution and country fiddling! Twinkly and engaging they are, as full of joy, as brimming with goodness, as loaded with felicity as the cigarettes they bring you in too handy packages—the traditional soft pack and the crashproof flip-top box.

How can we make better use of existing campus facilities? The answer can be given in one word—speedup! Speed up the educational process—descriptive courses. Eliminate flunks. Sharpen shorts. Shorten.

Following is a list of courses with suggested methods to speed up each one:

**Physiology**—Use slide screens.
**Psychology Lab**—Tilt the mirrors downhill.
**Engineering**—Make slide rules half as long.
**Music**—Change all songs to allegro. (An added benefit to be gained from this suggestion is that once you speed up waltz time, campus proms will all be over by ten p.m. With students gone home so early, pressure will lessening and murmur amongst can be transferred to the buildings and teachers' department. Also, boxes now used for married students can be returned to the School of Animal Husbandry.)
**Algebra**—If X always equals twenty-four, such time-consuming computation can be eliminated.
**Dentistry**—Get baby teeth. They fall out anyway.
**Poetry**—Adaptaturate the classics. Like this:

_Hail to the Silkie spirit
Most if you want this old guy level
You can't stick it but a boxed dog
Nothing, he's full grown_

You are how simple it is? Perhaps you have some speedup ideas of your own. If so, I'll thank you to keep them to yourself.

*Old Spice Stick Deodorant* comes to the rescue fast!

Your best friends won't tell you... but your opponents will! *Old Spice Stick Deodorant* brings you safe, sure, all-day protection.

- Better than roll-ons that skip.
- Better than sprays that drip.
- Better than waving with creams that are greasy and messy.

New Plastic Case Price]:

 instant use:

$1.99

Make your selection of

**Queen**. First chance you get, really treat her royally. Celebrate your date with **Budweiser**, the King of Beers!

Where there's Life... there's Bud.

**ANHEUSER-BUSCH**, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • MIAMI • TAMPA